Teams in a new look

The new Teams version will be rolled out from September 2023. There is no defined date when your own team will appear in "new clothes".

What will be changed?

• **Obvious is the top left corner:**
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   Here you can switch back to the previous appearance.

• **There are now three menus in the upper right corner:**
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   • The points menu for the settings or for information about your own team version
   • The activities menu for info when a message appears in another tenant of which you are a member
   • And the account manager for quick switching between tenants

• **If you go to the teams, you will also find a three-point menu here:**
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   Via "Manage teams" you get a list of all your teams in the right window, you can see in which team you have the owner function, which team is public or private or you can quickly hide or show a team.

These are just a few small niceties, more will certainly be noticed in operation.

If you look at the Microsoft pages, many more points are new.